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From the Helm
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by Karyn Gojnich
Club Captain

Welcome to this edition of Logbook. As the
recently elected Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron
Club Captain, I’m pleased to have this
opportunity to introduce myself.
I started sailing on the Lane Cove River in Sabots
when I was eight years old. From there, it was
Flying 11s, Cherubs, Lasers, NS14s, Tasers,
Windsurfers…. anything with a sail. My Olympic
sailing career spanned more than 20 years,
including representing Australia at the 1988, 2004
and 2008 Olympic Games. My first introduction
to the Squadron was a sail with Club legends Pat
and Joyce Warn in 2001 after the International
Yngling was selected for the Women’s Keelboat
event at the 2004 Athens Games. I joined RSYS
in 2004 ahead of the Athens Games and still race
our Beijing boat in the RSYS Mini B regattas.
I’m not a professional or career sailor. I’ve
balanced sailing commitments with a career
in the IT industry, developing custom software
and — with my husband John — raised two
daughters: Amy, born in 1992 and Zoe two
years later in 1994.
It’s been exciting to watch recent developments
in sailing technology and design and the very
latest has been on show at the Squadron
during the SailGP event. This February, the
Squadron was official host to the Sydney leg.
You could feel the buzz around the clubhouse
and the cosmopolitan atmosphere with various
entertainment venues for sponsors and their
guests scattered around the club and the
grounds. Club Members did not miss out,
and it was wonderful to see large numbers
turning out in their boats or in front of the big
screens to watch the exciting racing. It’s clear
the skippers and crews were on a steep learning
curve on these turbocharged one-designs but
there was clear improvement, race on race, as
the competition progressed. The Sydney event
was the inaugural race of the SailGP series, and
the Squadron, the Sailing Office, House staff
and Members have done themselves proud in
hosting such a complex event.
Over the next three years I’ll be making it a
priority to find ways to introduce more women
and children to our sport. We’ve had great
success with our Ladies of the Sea (LOTS)
training programme, and the Paspaley Ladies

Twilight Series is going from strength to
strength. If you’d like to sail in a wonderful social
competition on Tuesday nights next summer,
or make a few crew positions available for our
LOTS graduates, please get in touch via the
Sailing Office.
On behalf of the General Committee, I’d like to
thank all those Members who responded to the
2018 Member Survey. It’s our opportunity to listen
to what Members think about our facilities and
services and what should, could or might change
for the better in the future. The last survey in 2015
led to vital enhancements and improvements,
and there’s no doubt that once the results of the
latest survey are analysed, the Committee will
have a comprehensive overview of the wishes
of the Members so that our Club can continue
to deliver what Members want. There’ll be more
on the Member Survey in the next Logbook.
In December last year, Commodore David Ward
wrote to all Members about an exciting opportunity
to strengthen the future of the Squadron through
the RSYS Future Fund. Formerly known as the
Endowment Fund, the new Future Fund will enable
specific projects for both sailing and clubhouse
initiatives and for a long-term capital development
master plan. To achieve this, our Club needs
to seed a capital base of $1.25 million which
will provide investment income to assist in
subsidising development costs of future projects.
Commodore Ward has asked Members to
consider a fully tax-deductible donation of $1500.
At the heart of its Constitution, our Club has the
responsibility to continue to support and promote
the sport of sailing and to deliver the best facilities
for all current and future generations of Members.
Member donations will allow us to seed the RSYS
Future Fund to ensure our Club lives up to that
responsibility and to help grow a long-term investment fund that will build on our proud 156 year
heritage. You can find more information about
making a donation in this edition of Logbook.
Thank you for being an active Member of RSYS.
I hope you enjoy your association with our Club
over the coming year, whether that be on the
water, at the Bridge table or in our magnificent
dining and bar facilities. Please do come and
say ‘hello’, I’d love to meet as many Members
as I can.
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2018 Sydney-Hobart
Yacht Race Start Line 3
by Ian Kingsford Smith
must leave this mark to starboard when starting.
Each line also has a committee boat anchored
outside the western Rolex mark so that the
race management officials can sight the line for
premature starters. To make up for the additional
distance sailed by boats assigned to start on
Lines 2 and 3, there are strategically laid turning
marks inside and outside the Heads.
Mischief has been used at the eastern end of Line
3 and Gitana at the western end. David Ross and
I, as two of our Club’s nationally accredited race
officers, have been privileged to be the race officers
managing the third starting line since its inception.
Each year we attend a competitors’ briefing at
the CYCA on Christmas Eve, followed by a race
management briefing. The race officers’ briefing
is run by Principal Race Officer Denis Thompson
of the CYCA, covering the procedures that are
to be followed by everyone on Boxing Day.

Photo by John Jeremy
from Gitana.

In 2013 the Clipper 70s Round the World Yacht
Race included the Rolex Sydney-Hobart Yacht
Race as a leg of their race. To accommodate
these additional boats at the start in the narrow
confines of the Harbour on Boxing Day, the
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia decided to
introduce a third starting line and asked the
Squadron to provide two committee boats and
race management volunteers. As part of an
ongoing gesture of goodwill between the two
clubs, the Squadron was very happy to assist
and agreed to provide our two committee boats,
Mischief and Gitana, and a complement of
volunteers.
Three start lines have been used for the
commencement of every Sydney-Hobart race
since. The Northern Start Line, or Line 1, is
managed by the CYCA, and is approximately
between Neilsen Park and Chowder Bay.
The Centre Start Line, or Line 2, is managed
by Middle Harbour Yacht Club and is laid
approximately 0.2nm to the south of Line 1.
The Southern Start Line, Line 3, is managed
by the Squadron and is laid approximately
0.2nm south of Line 2. Line 3 extends from an
area just to the north of the lighthouse off Shark
Island across the harbour to Taylors Bay.
The extremities of each starting line are denoted
by a committee boat anchored at the eastern end
and a large Rolex inflatable mark at the western
end. A Rolex mark is also laid in the vicinity of the
eastern end of each line, and competing boats

The CYCA lays the marks in the general area but
the race management teams adjust their position
to suit the actual wind direction and ensure the

three lines are all as parallel as possible to each
other and are separated by the required 0.2nm.

And so we witnessed another successful start
to the Sydney-Hobart race.

In the 2018 race, 14 of the 85 starters were
assigned to Line 1 and these included the super
maxis and the other larger and faster boats in the
fleet. Twenty seven boats were assigned to Line
2 and these included the TP52s and other similar
sized boats. Our Line 3 had the remaining 44 of
the 85 starters, mostly boats up to about 50 feet.
The proportion on each line in previous years was
very similar.

As one of the race officers for Line 3, I am happy
to say it is an honour and a privilege to be part of
the starting team for this most prestigious event,
arguably one of the highest profile sailing events.
I know the volunteers who have assisted over
the years are of the same view. We are trying to
give as many of our volunteers as possible the
opportunity to be part of this event, and last year
two of the volunteers who assisted on Mischief
were experiencing their first Sydney-Hobart race.
Although Line 3 does not have the TV exposure
and related publicity that the front line has with
the super maxis, the enthusiasm of the crews of
the boats starting on Line 3 is quite evident and
being a volunteer out on the water helping to
send them on their way to Hobart is rewarding.

Gitana is not required to display any race management signals but does have to keep time that has
been synchronised with the other race management teams. Conversely, Mischief is required to
display starting signals and display the X flag
should there be any OCS boats at the start.
Mischief needs to have sufficient race management volunteers on board to keep accurate
time, display and lower the starting signals and
maintain a record of all procedures. The SydneyHobart race traditionally uses a variation of RRS
26 (Racing Rules of Sailing rule 26) for its starting
sequence. There are no general recalls but if any
line has an individual recall, code flag X is to be
displayed and the Principal Race Officer advised
by radio and given details of the boat or boats.
We were a little concerned leading up to the start
that the outgoing tide may help carry boats over
the line early but this did not eventuate and the
fleet got away cleanly on all three starting lines.
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Volunteering is very satisfying and the Squadron
is fortunate to have so many enthusiastic
and capable people willing to make their
time available. Our Club is always looking for
new volunteers and is prepared to carry out
appropriate training; any- one who feels they
would like to become involved as a race management volunteer is asked to contact the Sailing
Office. Many Squadron races, such as Twilight
races, are run from the clubhouse terrace, so if
you prefer not to go out on the committee boats,
there are other opportunities to become involved
as a race management volunteer.

Photo: Studio
Borlenghi
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Members Cruise around Tahiti
by Debbie Davidson, Rene Chapman,
Jill Hammond, Sharron Kennedy

Squadron Members Debbie and Geoff Davidson,
Rene and Richard Chapman, Jill and Richard
Hammond, and Sharron and Graeme Kennedy
participated in a yacht rally around Bora Bora,
Huahine, Raiatea and Taha’a from 15-29
September 2018. Together, we made up the
crew of Rasdu. We are not regular catamaran
sailors but at the dock in Papeete the first thing
we noticed was the domestic sized fridge/freezer
with icemaker, air conditioning, the spacious
cabins and bathrooms, and the galley with its
sliding window to the outdoor dining area. The
cat was a brand new Bali 4.5, built by Catana,
which apparently did not have a rig until the
day before we arrived!
The boat had some teething problems but the
Tahitian operator’s technician Mate (pronounced
Mat – e) who joined the committee boat for the
whole of the cruise was very attentive and quick
to fix any malfunction.

Top: Rasdu our brand new
catamaran
Above: Jill, Graeme and
Sharron
Below: on the dock in
Papeete.

On our first leg on the high seas we had to make
the crossing to Huahine, about 25 miles away
almost directly into the prevailing south easterly
wind. At first the forecast was for 30kts plus and
the rally organiser considered a change to the
programme, but then the wind moderated a little
and off we went with a double reefed main and
a very small headsail. The swells were difficult
to steer and it rained heavily, nevertheless our
captain Geoff had everything under control. The
only drama was that we didn’t lock our fridge
before the journey and the door opened half

way across the sea, spilling some contents on to
the galley floor including (mon Dieu) some wine!
Once the sun came out, Tahiti came into its own.
Anchoring on the edge of the lagoon near the reef
we could snorkel safely in the azure blue water.
The water is so clear (just like the brochures) that
we could easily see the bottom even though it
was more than 10 metres deep.
Although we pre-provisioned the boat, there
were plenty of opportunities to buy fresh fruit
and vegetables ashore and, in keeping with the
French way of life, delicious pastries, coffee and
baguettes from local patisseries, and of course
plenty of French wine and champagne to quench
our thirsts.
Sailing inside the reef up the eastern side of
Raiatea and around the top of Taha’a was an
exciting broad reach, and at the end of the
passage we anchored in front of the five star
Taha’a Island Resort where we enjoyed dinner
in very elegant surroundings.
The status of Tahiti is definitely warranted once
Bora Bora comes into view. Mount Otemanu,
the remnant of an extinct volcano, is 700 metres
high and shrouded by an ever-present cloud, its
underside tinged by the reflected emerald green
of the lagoon. Entry to the lagoon requires some
careful navigation due to the surf and the current.
Our solution was to start the engines which took
us safely to the excellent Bora Bora Yacht Club
for dinner.
We spent two glorious nights in the Bora Bora
lagoon, one on the western side, which included
the town of Vaitape and the fabulous Bloody
Mary’s restaurant, and one on the eastern side
where the Four Seasons Hotel treated us to a
spectacular fireworks display as we nestled safely
in the lee of the palm trees on the motu.
At our final dinner the dance troop from the local
school entertained us. First were kids well under
the age of 10, then the teenagers and then the
seniors. Finally the crew of Rasdu, including our
boys joined in – they displayed plenty of willing
but lacked a little flexibility of movement. There
is nothing like the exciting rhythm of a Tahitian
dance. The Tahitian men have a leg movement
where the weight is supported on the balls of
the feet with knees parting and closing very
quickly in time with the staccato percussion
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played on hollow wooden logs. The movements
of the women are even more difficult to emulate,
involving stamping feet to the rhythm while
’jiggling’ hips from side to side with plenty of
arm and hand movements. The Rasdu crew was
happy to learn all the steps and demonstrate
them to an appreciative audience. Afterwards
the charming locals gave us their beautiful flower
crowns to keep.
Our culinary exploits included several terrific
meals ashore and several on the boat where
the facilities for preparation weren’t much
different from home. The French influence on
the Polynesian cuisine reflects really interesting
flavours, and while the prices were high, they
were comparable to good restaurants in Sydney.

We also took a wonderful excursion ashore on
the island of Taha’a where we toured a pearl
farm, a vanilla plantation and a rum distillery.
Our friendly local guide took us to his home
and gave us an insight into Tahitian culture and
their way of life. He surprised everyone when he
told us that he had worked as an aeronautical
engineer with Airbus Industrie in France before
opting for the more relaxed Polynesian way
of life in Tahiti. We unanimously endorsed his
decision.
All in all it was a wonderful, relaxing holiday
shared with great friends in paradise – what
more could one want?

Top: Bora Bora
Above: baguette delivery
box
Below: joining in the dance.
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Pretty Woman Takes Line
Honours in the Pittwater
to Paradise Race
by Richard Hudson
The Pittwater to Paradise Race conducted by
the Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club started on
2 January at 1300hrs; it is a 370nm race from
Broken Bay to the finish off Southport on the
Gold Coast.
The race started in a 9kt south easterly with an
ebb tide. Pretty Woman won the start, stayed in
the lead and claimed line honours after 76 hours
of racing.
Ninety minutes after the start the wind had shifted
to the north north east and this set the pattern for
the rest of the race. The East Australian Current
(EAC) was in full form hitting three kts offshore,
this meant there was no rest and strategy dictated
that working the coast out of the current was the
way to go. The current was flowing south, very
close to the coast all the way north, which kept
the navigator focussed. The strongest winds were
on the first night when it reached 20 to 25kts.
The majority of the time it ranged between 10 to
20kts. We estimate that we tacked more than
200 times which made sleep a challenge as the
off watch had to shift bunks in every tack.
The toughest part of the race was between
Ballina and beyond Cape Byron. The wind chose
to drop to less than 5kts at the point in the race

Crew of Pretty Woman
– pre race. Photo Tilly
Lock Media.

when the EAC was at its strongest, also the wind
direction shifted to the NW for a while which was
not ideal. At one point we went south for half a
mile! However we fared better than some of the
other competitors, one of whom went south for
ten miles.
After passing Cape Byron, the wind settled into
the northeast for a pleasant sail to the finish. Our
catering was spot on as we crossed the line with
a third of a packet of Jatz and a loaf of bread!
Second across the line, 15 minutes later, was
Highly Sprung. Corrected results were Highly
Sprung 1st and Pretty Woman 2nd. Highly Sprung
is a Beneteau First 45 owned by Mark Spring
from Middle Harbour Yacht Club.
The 12 crew of Pretty Woman comprised a mix of
youth and experience, with the youngest 22 years
old and the oldest not disclosed. I was skipper
and RPAYC Commodore Michael Lockley was
navigator.
Pretty Woman is a Farr 45 (originally known as
the Corel 45) built by Carroll Marine in 1996 for
Squadron Member Ray Roberts. She was bought
by the Pretty Woman syndicate in 2002 and since
then has campaigned regularly in east coast races.

Seeding our
RSYS Future Fund
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by Commodore
David Ward

In December 2018 I wrote to seek the support of
all Members to gift $1,500 for a one-off voluntary
donation, to seed the Royal Sydney Yacht
Squadron (RSYS) Future Fund.

required to continuously improve our Club. It will
focus on our entire property, as opposed to the
existing master plan which concentrates on the
clubhouse.

Through our partnership with the Australian Sports
Foundation (ASF), via the RSYS Foundation, we
are now able to provide a tax-deductible receipt
for all Members’ donations into this fund. To mark
this substantial change, we have renamed the
RSYS Endowment Fund as the RSYS Future
Fund (which is a sub-fund that sits under the
RSYS Foundation).

This one-off voluntary donation to seed the Future
Fund will also allow us (via the fund’s investment
income earnt on the $1.25 million seeded into the
fund) to support the cost of the development of
this master plan. You will receive more information
on the master plan as we progress, with a major
update at the 2019 AGM.

The RSYS Future Fund has been established to
help build a capital base to allow the Squadron
to create a long-term invested corpus to support
major works for both on and off water activities.
The trust deed states that the first $1.25 million
of the fund will be invested into perpetuity and
this capital base cannot be used. However, the
investment income from this base may be used
for general purpose by the RSYS to assist with
supplementing revenues each year or covering
RSYS development costs.
By gifting a donation to seed the Future Fund
today, we can initiate this investment base that will
create a permanent funding mechanism to underpin the long-term financial strength of the RSYS.
Our Club has at the heart of its Constitution the
responsibility to continue to support and promote
the sport of sailing for our current and future
generations of Members. Your donation today
will help us to ensure that we live up to that
responsibility and allow us to seed a long-term
investment fund to help build on our proud 156
year heritage.
In 2019 we will be working on updating our
Squadron master plan, which will flow from our
strategic plans following the Member Survey
just completed. The master plan will address
the future capital developments that are now

We hope that from our membership base the
target of $1.25 million to seed the fund will be
met. You are welcome to contribute less or
more than the asking of $1,500. However, it is
voluntary so there is no obligation. If we raise
more than the target of $1.25 million to seed the
Future Fund then these amounts will also be
invested into the Future Fund to be available for
development of capital works and to generate
more investment income.
As a legacy, please consider gifting your taxdeductible donation to the RSYS Future
Fund today by filling in the donation form that
accompanied my letter and returning it in
the reply paid envelope supplied for your
convenience. You may also make a donation
via the RSYS website at www.rsys.com.au/
foundation.
Your tax deductible receipt will be returned
promptly from the Australian Sports Foundation.
If you have any further queries, please feel free to
send an email to foundation@rsys.com.au with
any feedback or questions.
On behalf of the Trustees of the Royal Sydney
Yacht Squadron Foundation, I thank you for
your ongoing loyalty and membership of the
Squadron and for considering this gift of support.
I look forward to sharing with you all the exciting
Squadron developments ahead.
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2019 Milson
Silver Goblets
by Rupert Henry
One of the fantastic things about the annual five
race Milson Silver Goblets regatta is that the
evening start time allows you to race a yacht on
the most beautiful harbour in the world without
the ever-increasing traffic and wake that comes
from the leisure, tourism, harbour cruise, sharedownership motor boats and party boats that
usually litter the harbour. It really is a unique event
in that it provides great conditions for quality
one-design racing on the main body of Sydney
Harbour.

A close start on Day 2,
by Kylie Wilson.

One of the other big contributors to the
atmosphere of the event is that the Etchells are
kept in the water all week. This frees up plenty of
time before racing for a chat amongst the sailors
and after racing each evening over hot dogs,
beers and post-race analysis, and this is as
much a part of the regatta as the racing. The
harbour swim to clean the hull before docking
out each afternoon is also part of the ritual and
not only does this clear the mind after a day
at work, I’ve found that it also teaches you to
improve your underwater vision to make sure
you are alone in the water!

When you combine these conditions with
precision race management from the top shelf
RSYS volunteers and staff, and a very high
quality list of teams, you have all the ingredients
for a great regatta.
This year the five race days of Monday, 28
January through to Friday, 1 February provided
the full spectrum of weather conditions for the
racing. Monday brought a fine evening with a
light ESE breeze going right. The next two days
brought a northerly flow over the course: Tuesday
with a thermal breeze added to a strong gradient,
and Wednesday more of a classic sea breeze.
Most days were sailed over a weak outgoing tide.
It is always preferable not to have to bounce your
way up the harbour off the rocky points along
the north shore, and with a fair bit of north in the
breeze direction on Tuesday and Wednesday,
the Race Committee was able to set long beats
with the rhumb line straight up the harbour – the
start near Clarke Island and the top mark up near
the Eastern Channel Marker. This was a welcome
change from the usual NE course having the
start line in Taylors Bay the previous year.
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For Thursday, the Race Committee wisely called
an abandonment before we left the dock, and
a 35-45kt SSW front duly passed across the
racecourse five minutes after the start time. The
BOM had predicted this exact timing since the
previous Sunday; good call, amazing accuracy!
For the deciding race on Friday, the fleet sailed in
what was left of the front from the previous day.
A gusty and shifty 10-18kt SSE blew out of
Elizabeth Bay and Rushcutters Bay, with a lot
of cloud and plenty of light rain.
Going into the final race, the points as usual
were very close. With only five races and the low
point scoring system, this regatta is often won
on either a countback or by a single point. On
Iron Lotus, we held a three point lead after four
races over Ciao, so needed to finish close to
them. With an 8th to drop we were probably
looking alright against the rest, unless we had
an absolute shocker. In the end, we had a good
final race and won the event. However the rest
of the podium changed after race five, with a
discard coming into the count that saw Yandoo
XX moving up into 2nd and Top 40 into 3rd.

All three boats on the podium had a good final
race to steal the silverware.
Results
1

Iron Lotus (EAUS1442) Rupert Henry

2

Yandoo XX (EAUS868) Neville Wittey

3

Top 40 (EAUS1332)
Peter Merrington & Geoff Bonouvrie

4

Flirtation (EAUS1026) Matthew Crawford

= Synergy (EAUS1272) Lawson Chapman
= Havoc (EAUS1461) Iain Murray
7

Ciao (EAUS1244) Douglas Mcgain

8

Vincero (EAUS1343) Nick Kingsmill

= 1435 (EAUS1435) JC Strong
10 2107 Racing (EAUS1213) Jason Antill
11 Shindig (EAUS1268) Robert Weir
12 Avalon (EAUS1346) Michael Bellingham
13 Umami (EAUS1250) Matt Whitnall
14 Tonic (EAUS1125) Peter Alexander
= Great White Hunter (EAUS1401) David Dunn
= Lisa Rose (EAUS1449) Martin Hill
17 La Vie Dansante (EAUS1270) Michael Nash
= Thelastone (EAUS1392) Steve Billingham
19 1463 (EAUS1463) Matthew Ramaley
20 Quay Largo (EAUS917) Anthony Kongats
21 Northern Havoc (EAUS1119) Mike Morris
22 Whiskey Tango Foxtrot (EAUS1163)
Anthony Armstrong.

The Iron Lotus crew
L to R: Greg O’Shea,
Rupert Henry, David
Edwards and Josh
Chant (day 5).
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Barranjoey Pin
Recipients
by Gordon Lavery
We are beginning a series of profiles on Squadron
Members who have been awarded a Barranjoey
Pin by Australian Sailing for their achievements at
Olympic or World Championship Level.
Described as the ’Baggy Green’ of sailing, the
Barranjoey Pin raises the profile of some of
Australia’s greatest sailors and gives them the
recognition they may not have received in the
past, while providing inspiration to today’s sailors.
Gordon Ingate OAM,
Barranjoey Pin number 49
Awarded for Olympic team selection, Tempest
class, Munich, 1972.
A 16 foot, clinker-built dinghy named Alice S. is
the secret behind Gordon Ingate’s extraordinary
sailing achievements over so many decades.
The Ingate brothers had just joined Sydney’s
1st Chatswood Sea Scouts and nine year old
Gordon and his 12 year old brother began many
adventures and expeditions on the Scout group’s
little gaff-rigged boat.
At the age of 12 Gordon joined the 6th Sydney
Sea Scouts in Mosman Bay. He took part time
jobs and earned enough to buy an old VJ at
Putney Point which he then sailed back to the
Scout boatshed. For the next few years Gordon
and his mates spent many weekends at the
boatshed, sailing variously on VJs, 12, 14 and 16
footers. They caught the attention of members at
the nearby sailing clubs and were asked to make
up crew on bigger boats – their introduction to
ocean racing.
Sailing with the likes of Jack Earl (who sailed the
inaugural Sydney-Hobart) on the famous Kathleen
Gillett and Peter Luke (co-founder of the CYCA)
on Wayfarer, Gordon was initially terribly seasick!
Luckily, he overcame that challenge.
One fascinating aspect of life with the Scouts was
the association formed with aviator George Mills
who was a contemporary of Charles Kingsford
Smith. Mills believed that any aspiring aviator
should spend time on a sailboat, and Gordon and
the other Scouts were drafted in to show 17 and
18 year old students the aerodynamics of sailing.
During the World War II years, Gordon started
sailing VS skiffs out of the nearby Mosman
Amateur Sailing Club. He built his own VS,
Barracuda, but that was wrecked soon after
in a strong southerly. He built a lighter, stronger
version next which was a winner. His building

material was spruce and ply scrap left from the
construction of Australia’s Mosquito Bombers.
Gordon went on to win the NSW and National VS
titles but with the 1948 Olympics approaching
sought to qualify in a 14 foot Islander class,
sailing single handed. He did qualify, but his
employer refused to grant the minimum four
months leave he needed to go to London and
back by ship. Jock Sturrock was Australia’s first
Olympic Sailor in 1948 and posthumously the
Number 1 Barranjoey Pin holder.
The same thing happened four years later when
Gordon qualified for Helsinki 1952 in a Finn but
was again denied leave.
Gordon continued sailing in multiple classes,
married Sally and talked his new father-in-law
into lending his 30 footer Jasnar to Gordon so he
could sail in a race only two years old at the time
– the 1950 Sydney-Hobart. Sally was a key part
of the crew and Gordon started the race – no
electrics, no motor, no lifelines and in the only
southerly gale at the start in race history. His
first aid kit was a new packet of Band Aids. It
took seven days and Gordon finished sixth on
handicap but discovered a measuring error and
was moved up to third.
Gordon came close to qualifying for the 1956
Melbourne Olympics in the Dragon class which
he’d taken up some years earlier. After the
Olympics a new regatta was organised for
competitors still in Melbourne. It was the Prince
Philip Cup, now the Australian National Championship, which Gordon has gone on to win four times.
In that first series, Gordon tied for first with Bill
Fesq but lost a later sail-off on Sydney Harbour.
From that point on, the Prince Philip Cup and
Gordon Ingate have been inextricably linked. He’s
won most recently in 2017 and 2018. Think about
that: a national sporting champion, in a Grade
One Sailing regatta at age 90 and 91 respectively!
In the early 1960s Gordon’s big boat career took
off. He acquired Caprice of Huon from Bill Northam
who was keen to get into the smaller 5.5s and
went on to win Australia’s first yachting Gold in
Tokyo on board Barranjoey (hence the pin name).
Gordon reckons Caprice of Huon was one of the
best ocean racers going around at the time. She
was the best individual competitor at the 1965
Admiral’s Cup in England and was part of the
winning team in 1967.
That Admiral’s Cup win caught the eye of media
magnate and America’s Cup challenger Sir Frank
Packer who asked Gordon to join the challenge
team. He gave Gordon the reins of the former US
12 metre VIM for 18 months as a training and trial
boat along with the 1962 Challenger Gretel which
helped tune up the 1967 Challenger Dame Pattie.
In 1977 Gordon challenged for the cup with
Gretel II but was eliminated in the challenger
selection trials.

Did we mention the Olympics? Along with everything else, Gordon qualified and sailed at the
1972 Munich Olympics and it is for that specific
achievement his Barranjoey Pin is awarded.
Gordon’s practice boat Tempest for Munich is
now moored at the 1st Sailors Bay Scout Boatshed
on Mowbray Point in Middle Harbour. The group
is the direct descendant, on the same site, of the
1st Chatswood Troop Gordon joined in 1935.

around the world. It was accessible and provided
the level of competition required to become an
elite competitor. By the late ‘70s Geoff Davidson
held the Finn National title and every Individual
State title in Australia. Geoff was selected for
pre-Olympic regattas in ‘78 and ‘79 and he won
the 1980 Olympic trials in Geelong with a perfect
set of results gaining what he thought was a
ticket to Moscow.

Gordon – known by the affectionate nickname
’Wingnut’– was awarded the Medal of the Order
of Australia (OAM) for services to sailing in 2016.

But trouble was brewing. The Australian
Government decided to support a US boycott of
the Games due to the Soviet Union’s invasion of
Afghanistan. However, it was up to each peak
sporting body, in this case the Australian Yachting
Federation (AYF), to decide whether to compete
or not. Geoff spoke to every member of the team.
His team mates were unanimous in wanting to go
to the Games. Geoff asked to address the AYF
meeting which was deciding whether to join the
boycott, but his request was refused. From Geoff’s
account, the AYF withdrew from the Olympics
without allowing the team members a voice.

Gordon Ingate joined the Royal Sydney Yacht
Squadron way back in 1956 and he’s now among
the oldest living Members of our Club. Gordon
wants to continue active participation in sailing
but recognises that his body is getting a little tired
after so many decades on the helm.
Maybe the last word should come from Ireland’s
sailing magazine Afloat (no relation to ours!)
which recently described Gordon as ‘Perhaps the
greatest Corinthian sailor the world has ever seen.’
Geoff Davidson
Barranjoey Pin number 69
Awarded for Olympic team selection, Finn class,
Moscow 1980.
When Geoff Davidson stepped on to a sailboat in
1966, he decided he was serious about sailing.
That’s no surprise to those who know Geoff, but
it’s an attitude that has been rewarded with Olympic
selection, National and International titles and has
inspired a willingness to give back to the sport.
In the early days, Geoff spent nearly every spare
minute racing small centreboards against his
teenage mates out of Middle Harbour Yacht
Club, never a day going by when he didn’t learn
something. Others sensed Geoff’s keenness and
offered him opportunities to crew on bigger boats
to expand his sailing knowledge.
A turning point was joining the Wilmot Racing
Team, a prominent Sydney sailing clan at the time
and still in existence today. The team motto back
then was: ’Skill, speed and determination’. Geoff
raced with and against the Wilmot brothers and
sisters with Mrs Wilmot driving her young crews
all over Australia to compete in regattas. The
tight-knit group gave each other the confidence
to aspire to be Olympians and the generosity,
advice and influence of champions like Ken
Beashel, Hugh Treharne and Bob Miller (later Ben
Lexcen) enabled the team to build competitive
boats, sometimes three at a time so two could be
sold to fund campaigns. As Geoff says: ’These
guys were leaders in the field but were happy to
share their knowledge with teenagers and help
guide them to achieving their goals.’
In 1973 Geoff decided to concentrate on the Finn
class and Olympic selection. The Finn was seen
as the toughest and most competitive Olympic
class and it was very popular in Australia and

Geoff and his teammates were devastated by a
decision which reignited a debate about politics
influencing sport. In frustration, he and likeminded
others set up an organisation aimed at fostering
and organising regattas and sailing events
specifically aimed at creating Olympic sailors.
Geoff continued to post top ranked results in the
Finn: 2nd at the Helsinki Open, 2nd in the French
Nationals and his biggest win at the Intervela
Regatta on Italy’s Lake Garda.
Geoff was reserve helmsman for the Australian
Sailing Team at the 1984 and 1988 Olympics;
spent time as an Olympic Coach and on the
National Coaches Committee. He was part of
the Olympic Athletes programme preparing for
the Sydney 2000 Games as well as working
with the 2000 Sydney Olympic Committee.
Geoff has been Vice President of the NSW
Olympic Council since 2005 and a Yachting
representative on the Council since 1985. He
was also President of Yachting NSW in 2009.
Geoff joined our Club in 1993. He served on the
General Committee from 2012 to 2018 as well
as on the Sailing and Waterfront committees for
more than a decade.
In the early 2000s he sailed Etchells from the
RSYS before purchasing his Beneteau 36.7
Jackie Clare in 2004 which has had considerable
success in Division 1 Saturday racing.
Geoff says sailors with his experience have a
lot to offer both their clubs and other sailors by
drawing on the practical achievements of their
careers. He says it’s important that junior sailors
know of these achievements.
For Geoff, the greatest thing about the Squadron
is the camaraderie it offers through friendships
with other Members and participating in racing,
cruising and social events.
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2019 Hardy Cup
by Zac Quinlan

Our regatta goes from strength to strength and this
year we fielded two teams and welcomed nine,
including for the first time the New York Yacht Club
and Del Rey Yacht Club, California. Also competing
were Derwent Sailing Squadron, Darwin Sailing
Club, ‘regulars’ Royal New Zealand Yacht
Squadron and ‘locals’ CYCA and RPAYC. Amongst
the teams were Nick Egnot-Johnson (RNZYS), the
Hardy Cup’s top-ranked skipper based on world
standings and James Hodgson (CYCA), the
highest-ranked Aussie skipper on the starter’s list.
The Hardy Cup would not be possible without
the hard work and dedication of our many Club
volunteers, both the umpires and race management
team who ran more than 160 races, and the
popular ‘Red Shirts’ who fed hungry crews each
evening. We are also very grateful to the Squadron
families who billeted visiting sailors: Gojnich,
Quinlan, Griffin, Kornman, Littlewood and Hunt.

RSYS fielded two
teams. L to R: Coach
Nev Wittey, Marlena
Berzins, Mitch Evans,
Nick Rozenauers
(skipper), Alex
Rozenauers, Zac
Quinlan, Jack
Littlechild, Charlotte
Grey, Charlotte Griffin
(skipper), Charlotte
Alexander, Madi
Kornman.

RSYS hosted the annual Hardy Cup Sydney
International Match Racing Regatta for under 25
year olds from 4-7 February. The event is part of
the established Trans-Tasman youth match racing
summer series which starts in Australia’s west
and travels east to New Zealand.

After four days on the water, the all-international
final went to the Kiwis 3-0 over Del Rey Yacht Club.
The Hardy Cup has long been a pool for future
sailing talent, as Event Patron Sir James Hardy had
intended, and this year’s deserved winner EgnotJohnson admitted afterwards that he has high
ambitions to make the America’s Cup one day.
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Results
1. NZL
		

Nick Egnot-Johnson –
Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron

2. USA
		

Chris Weis –
Del Rey Yacht Club

3. AUS
		

James Hodgson –
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia

4. AUS
		

Finn Tapper –
Cruising Yacht Club of Australia

5. NZL
		

Patrick Harris –
Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron

6. AUS
		

Nick Rozenauers –
Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron

7. AUS
		

William Sargent –
Derwent Sailing Squadron

8. USA
		

Charlie Welsh –
New York Yacht Club

9. AUS
		

Alistair Reed –
Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club

10. AUS
		

Jed Cruickshank –
Darwin Sailing Club

11. AUS
		

Charlotte Griffin –
Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron

Top: Event Patron
Sir James Hardy and
RSYS Captain Karyn
Gojnich flank the
winners
Above: The Hardy
Cup week would not
be possible without
the hard work and
dedication of our
Club’s volunteers
Photos by
Darcie Collington
Photography.
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Sailing to Success
in the Nacra 15
by Will Cooley

Bec Hancock and
Will Cooley at the
presentation, and
right, in action on
the water.
Photos Beau
Outteridge.

After numerous overseas regattas in 2018,
including the Nacra 15 World Championship
in Spain, the Youth Sailing World Championship in Texas and the Youth Olympic Games in
Argentina, it was a welcome change to focus on
our two biggest Australian regattas for the year:
the Australian Nacra 15 Championship and the
Australian Youth Championship in Hobart in early
January.
The Nacra 15 fleet is highly competitive and I had
teamed up with new crew Bec Hancock, so our
work was cut out to get up to competitive speed
with only three months preparation. Thanks to the
amazing help of coaches Adam Beashel, Aiden
Menzies and Haylee Outteridge, we were as well
prepared as we could be.
We changed the rig set-up to better suit the
expected conditions in the Derwent which are
different from those found in Sydney Harbour,
Kurnell and Lake Macquarie where we train
and race.
The Australian Nacra 15 Championship was a
closely contested regatta comprising 12 heats
over four days. There was no room for error –
the fleet of 11 finished within a minute of each
other in every race. Sailing for low scores and
minimising risk kept us focused on sailing
consistently and smoothly, and paid off in the
end with a five point win to take the title.

There was a three day rest and reset between
regattas and it was challenging to stay focused
while letting the body recover. The Nacra 15 is
physically demanding, especially for the crew.
Energy management was important across
the two regattas, and we aimed to hit peak
performance towards the end of the second
event, just as the other teams started to fade.
The Australian Youth Championship consisted of
12 heats over four days. With two races to go on
the last day, we had two objectives: defend 2nd
place from the leader to secure the Australian
Sailing Youth Team (ASYT) spot on aggregate
score over both regattas; then for the final race
(if we won the previous race), go for the overall
regatta win.
After two action packed races, with the top three
teams throwing everything at each other, we
came away with the overall win. This result helped
us to qualify for a provisional position in the ASYT
for the 2019 Youth Sailing World Championship
in Gydnia, Poland. ASYT positions will be ratified
by the Australian Sailing Board in the next few
months.
A special mention of thanks to our coaches,
including the Nacra squad coach for Nationals
and Youths Mikael Lundh, RSYS, WSC, RYCT
and staff, and of course our ever-amazing
parents.

Youth
Summer Camp
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by the Sailing Office
Our annual camp at Point Wolstoncroft on Lake
Macquarie is a highlight of our junior sailors’ year
and goes from strength to strength, both in the
numbers that attend, the quality of the coaching
provided and the amount of sheer fun the kids
have!
This year we welcomed 32 sailors and a dozen
parents. There was something of a ‘changing of
the guard’ as many of our older teenagers from
last year had moved on, to be replaced by a new
cohort of younger Laser and Opitimist sailors,
including some enthusiastic kids from our Green
Fleet.
New camp parent leader, Jess Tattersall, ran the
camp smoothly and efficiently. The kids enjoyed
her ‘Master Chef’ style cooking competition, and
we all agreed that some of their creations were a
match for those on TV.
Our sailors were able to experiment with windsurfers and Bics (single-handed dinghies). This
enabled the coaches to teach the sailors about
mast rake and balance, and how these affect
their boats. We also sailed the Squadron’s new
Pacers (two-handed dinghies). The kids were
thrilled at the appearance of the spinnakers and
suddenly everyone wanted to have a go. We
established four teams, each comprising juniors,

parents and coaches, and enjoyed some exciting
racing.
Another fun innovation this year was ‘skurfing’ –
riding a paddleboard or surfboard while being
towed at speed by a RIB. Our grand finale was a
‘whole of camp’ sail around the island in every
type of boat we could muster.
Thank you to our camp parents: Jess Tattersall,
Matt Whitnall, Richard and Sonia McLachlan,
Rod and Louise Cassidy, Campbell and Megan
McKay; and also to our Intermediate Member
coaches: Marlena Berzins, Charlotte Griffin and
Nick Rozenauers.

Photos by
Darcie Collington
Photography.
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RSYS hosts SailGP
by Peter Lowndes

Far right top: RSYS
Members at Cockatoo
Island, enjoying a tour
of the boats with
Olympian Lisa
Dalmian
Centre: preparations
for SailGP
Photos Isabel Wartho.
Bottom: AUS team in
action. Photo Bow
Caddy Media.

RSYS was fortunate to be selected as the host
venue to launch a new sailing event in February,
SailGP.
SailGP has been born out of the foiling catamaran
technology of the America’s Cup distilled in one
design catamaran, the F50. The series is being
bankrolled for the first couple of years by Larry
Ellison and managed by Russel Coutts. They
wanted to bring the exhilarating speed, hi tech
visuals and mass media appeal of the America’s
Cup to an international audience.
The term ‘GP’ or ‘grand prix’ led me to think of
parallels with other technical equipment based
sports. The most obvious being motorsport.
Here’s the way I see it.
The America’s Cup is Formula 1. Astronomical
budgets coupled with technologies and vehicles
that are inaccessible to mere mortals. Teams
are free to develop their equipment within a set
of technical regulations and, indefinitely, push
the boundaries of technology and the rules.
The general theory being that if it isn’t ruled out
then you can do it. If America’s Cup is Formula 1,
SailGP is Formula 2. Both are one design.

Cutting edge
technology comes
to the Squadron
Photo David Ross.

Formula 2 has a one design chassis and engine.
SailGP has the F50. Further development by
the teams is not permitted. The ethos is now
‘If it’s not written into the rules, it isn’t allowed’.
Both still carry hefty financial entry levels and
both take significant and unique skills to squeeze
performance out of the vehicles. In the same way
that any mug punter can get behind the wheel of
a car and drive down to the shops, any weekend
warrior can jump on their Beneteau and go and
have a picnic at Quarantine. However, put said
mug punter/weekend warrior in an America’s
Cup, Formula 1, F50 or Formula 2 and the results
would be similar: a twisted wreck of carbon fibre.
From this point of view the accessibility of such
a class or sport is questionable.
The fact remains though, I LOVE IT. All of it:
Formula 1, America’s Cup and SailGP.
Luckily for me, both require course marshals for
the safety of the competitors and spectators.
I was lucky enough to see the racing up close
and personal from a marshal RIB supplied
by RSYS. Members should be aware that half
the marshalling RIBs and three quarters of
the marshalling staff were supplied by RSYS.
Another parallel with motorsport is that most
of the marshals are unpaid volunteers. Unlike
motorsport, I am not aware that the people
lining up to be marshals of motorsport have
quite the sporting pedigree that was queuing
up to assist with marshalling this event. Current
RSYS Yachtsmen and Yachtswomen of the
year, Ex-Olympians and countless National
representatives...and me.

Apart from the lucky 18 marshals, the viewing
opportunities covered a wide range of options
and budgets. Free viewing was available from the
Sydney foreshore with Bradley’s Head probably
being the pick of the bunch. Registered boating
spectators received a commemorative flag. Shark
Island was operated as a ticketed venue and also
served as the media base for the commentary
team. Media coverage was available on Foxtel
and digital streaming via Kayo. Stepping up from
this, various VIP packages were also available
through Captain Cook Cruises and SailGP VIP
vessels. I can only think SailGP had also looked
at the motorsport model in putting together
these packages.
SailGP is in its infancy and it needs to become
a commercially viable, sellable package to the
wider public in order to become a sustainable
proposition. This will require commercial
sponsorship. The event requires significant
investment by the financial backers but it is
definitely going about it the right way. It is here
that RSYS has probably provided the most
important support to this cause. Put simply,
where else in Sydney, Australia and arguably the
world could you have hosted the opening event
of SailGP and provided the facilities that RSYS
did for, what Larry Ellison hopes to be, the well
heeled future owners of the national teams.
What other yacht club has a view of the Sydney
Harbour racing area. What other yacht club could
facilitate the berthing of VIP superyachts right
out front? What other yacht club can provide

shore-side VIP facilities with viewing of the race
area? What other club can provide the premium
hospitality services and staff to support such an
event? The simple answer is no other yacht club,
in Sydney at least, can provide all of these things
in one place. For this reason, I am extremely
proud of my yacht club and even more privileged
to be a Member.
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2018 Yngling
Nationals
by Adam Tran
The Australian International Yngling Association
(AIYA) National Championship was held at the
Squadron on 30 November, 1 December and
2 December 2018.
Nine boats participated (a tenth withdrew at
the last minute due to family illness.) They were:
Schadenfreude (YAUS 19) skippered by Dan
Marlay; Troika (YAUS 27) skippered by Adam
Tran; Lou (YAUS 25) skippered by Maria Nash;
Wyandot (YAUS 4) skippered by Bryan Riddell;
Karma (YAUS 45) skippered by Gary Wogas;
Shining Star (YAUS 48) skippered by Elyse
Guevara-Rattray; BlackAdder (YAUS 56)
skippered by Gary Pearce; Evie (YAUS 59)
skippered by RSYS Club Captain and three
times Olympian, Karyn Gojnich; and Miss Pibb
(YAUS 60) skippered by Hamish Jarrett.
The Championship comprised nine races over
three days. However, the last day of racing was
abandoned due to strong winds, which at times
gusted up to 37kts at Fort Denison.
Day 1 of racing saw fairly light conditions, with
gusts not exceeding 16kts throughout the day.
The first race was won on scratch by Evie in 41
minutes 38 seconds, closely followed by Miss
Pibb 10 seconds later. Lou finished in third place,
within 49 seconds of the winner, edging slightly in
front of BlackAdder who crossed the line just one
second later in fourth place. The rest of the fleet
finished the race within 47 minutes of the start,

First place in the
National Championship,
Evie YAUS 59
Photo Beth Morley.

with only five minutes and 19 seconds separating
the first and the last boat.
Evie again took first place during the second race
of the day, finishing in 35 minutes 51 seconds.
Karma finished 8 seconds afterwards to take
second place, and third place went to BlackAdder
who this time managed to gain seven seconds
over Lou. A surprise result occurred during this
second race, with 2017 National Champion, Miss
Pibb, finishing in fifth place, a result that would
ultimately affect the final outcome of the regatta.
Race 3 was won by Evie again in 42 minutes 34
seconds, with Miss Pibb coming back into form,
taking second place 19 seconds later. Third place
again went to Maria Nash on Lou, who finished
1 minute and 11 seconds after the winner.
The second day of racing saw a moderate
northerly breeze and lumpy conditions on Sydney
Harbour due to the increased Saturday boat
traffic. Race 4 had another upset result at the top
of the fleet, with regatta leader Evie taking fourth
place, 58 seconds behind the race winner, Miss
Pibb, who finished in 45 minutes 23 seconds.
Second place went to BlackAdder and third
place went to Karma.
Miss Pibb again won Race 5, with Evie clawing
back the result with a second placing, ahead of
Karma in third place. The final race of day 2 (and
ultimately the final race of the regatta) saw a
return of Evie to first place, with a comfortable 19
second lead over Miss Pibb. Third place again
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went to Karma with Gary Wogas at the helm.
By the end of day 2, only three points separated
Evie, who were on 10 points, and Miss Pibb,
who were on 13 points.
There was much anticipation leading into Day
3 of the Championship, both in relation to the
point-score at the top of the fleet, as well as the
forecast weather conditions. Undoubtedly mindful
of what was at stake, the Race Committee
commenced the starting sequence for Race 7
during a comparative lull in the strong westerly
winds. But in no time at all, these winds grew to
around 25kts and started to churn the harbour
like a washing machine. With white caps as
far as salt-encrusted eyes could see, the fleet
of nine boats struggled to the first windward
mark. However, only seven boats were able to
commence their blistering runs to the leeward
gate, before the prospect of 37kt gusts,
unscheduled harbour swims and equipment
damage, lead to the abandonment of the race
and the rest of the regatta.
The final result saw Karyn Gojnich, Sara Ladd
and Ruth McCance becoming the 2018 National
Champions on Evie, closely followed by the
previous year’s champions, Hamish Jarrett, Max
Hayman and Chris Pearson on Miss Pibb. Gary
Wogas’ Karma came third, with crew comprising
Sarah Bartels and Ewa Lindelof. The Handicap
division was won by Maria Nash, Michael Nash
and Olga Skatkova on Lou .
As AIYA President, I would like to acknowledge
the efforts of everyone who participated and
assisted in the operation of the regatta, including
skippers, crew, Beth Morley of Sport Sailing
Photography, the Race Committee, waterfront
staff, and AIYA committee members.

Top left: (L to R) Sara
Ladd, Karyn Gojnich
and Ruth McCance
Photo Isabel Wartho
Top: Miss Pibb
YAUS 60
Above: Karma
YAUS 45
Left: Lou YAUS 25
Photos Beth Morley.
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Above: RSYS/00385
Brass ship’s bell
Kirribilli. First steam
ferry to run between
Sydney Cove and
Milson’s Point 1861
Location: On display
in the Neutral Bay
Verandah
Right: RSYS/00585
Windward II oil
painting, wood framed
oil on canvas, arriving
off Sydney from
Hobart 1931
Artist Jack Earl 1980
Location: On display
in the Kirribilli Room.

Archive Browser

research on a particular item they have seen
displayed or are particularly interested in
investigating.

by Susan Wade
and David Ross

We can also now make available the 79
oral histories – interviews by the late Struan
Robertson recorded with Members of the
Squadron talking about their early experiences
in sailing and the history of our Club. It’s
fascinating listening!

Over the past two years the History Committee
has sponsored a project, conducted by David
Ross and Susan Wade, to catalogue in a database all the Squadron artefacts and memorabilia.
The project builds on work done by the Hon.
Archivist, Peter Bradford, many years ago. The
goal is to create an accurate and up-to-date
record of the location, description and historical
information of the Squadron’s ‘treasures’.

The outcome of this project is that you can now
access all of this. The browser interface to the
database is a bit ‘clunky’, to use a technical term.
It is an archive system, written by archivists, and
so requires some perseverance. But for those
who persevere, there are some real treasures to
be discovered. See below for how you can gain
access.

The database has so far been populated with
more than 700 items which represent 99% of the
items on display around our clubhouse and also
many of those hidden away in the dark recesses
of the Squadron. Included are the artworks and
photographs on the walls, the trophies in the
cabinets and the many pieces of memorabilia
such as tillers, bells and models on display. Below
is a detailed breakdown of the items catalogued.
Series
Artefact
Burgees
Caricatures
Club History
Etchings
Furniture
Memorabilia
Models
Oral Histories
Paintings
Photos
Prints
Trophies
Total

Items
57
84
59
2
5
1
33
47
79
62
110
10
173
722

The project has had its challenges – some items
had gone missing and others were eventually
found in obscure places! With consent from the
History Committee, we worked our way through
every room in the clubhouse, including all the
bedrooms, tagging and photographing every
item. The location of every item, its description
and any other details known about it have been
recorded in an online database. This is where
you can help – read on.
The database is a specialised archival system,
developed in Perth. It is used by many museums
and institutions and enables us to maintain a very
professional record of the Squadron’s incidental
assets.
The project has now reached a stage where
it has become the repository for valuable and
fascinating information. It has always been the
intention to make this resource available to
Members who may wish to undertake some

We mentioned earlier that you have a role to
play. If you review some item in the archive
database and have additional information about
it, some story or fact, please let the History
Committee know and we can add it to the
knowledge base. It will help keep the archive
a contemporary, vibrant resource for future
generations of Members.

How to Access the online Squadron
History Archive
1. Visit the Club website www.rsys.com.au and
log into the Members’ area using your personal
login and password. (Please contact Michelle
Baeza at rsys@rsys.com.au if you do not have
one.)
2. Go to the Members tab and click on the last
item ‘Historical Archive’. This will take you to a
new login page for the archive.
3. Enter the following username and password
history@rsys.com.au
!Legacy1862 (NB that’s an exclamation mark
before Legacy, not a one)
4. You should now be on the Browser Page for
the archive.
5. Use the search box on the left to enter a name
or word of interest. You will then have a list of
options to select an item of interest.
6. On selecting an item of interest from the list,
you will see details of that item on the right hand
side.
7. If the selected item is linked to an image or
document (eg Oral History) you will see that link in
blue and clicking on it will take you to that item.

New Members
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The Flag Officers and Committee would like to welcome those listed below
to membership of the Squadron
New Member

Proposer

Seconder

METROPOLITAN
Wilde, Simon
Sadubin, Mik
Proud, Virginia
Perry, Darren
Clarke, Patricia
Reid, Glenn
Happell, Margaret
Jordan, David
Wallace, Patricia
Prentice, Andrew
Landers, David
Kindl, David
Harris, Courtney

T N Fern
J J Taylor
R J Roxburgh
G C West
P E Stanley
A G Anderson
P J F Thackray
T H Cox AM
C J D Fell
M A Shaw
A P Kongats
L E Tutt OAM
R L Penn

J A Diacopoulos
R B Taylor
P R Curran
B D Hodgkinson AM
E O Duggin
R G Elliot
J P Morschel
C J Oxenbould AM
F D Willis
S W Martin
G R Drury
G Morcom
R Diacopoulos

ABSENTEE
Charlesworth, Matthew
Lally, Kevin

D T Armstrong
J M Newman

R D Assender
A B Dow

COUNTRY:
Fox, Catherine
Ham, David

J E Prentice
S R Weir

M A Shaw
D McCrossin

INTERMEDIATE:
Griffin, Charlotte
McNamee, Zachary
Gray, Charlotte

Z Quinlan
Z Quinlan
Z Quinlan

S I Hunt
R Kornman
N O’Shea

AFFILIATE
Happell, Antony
Chidgey, Samantha
Taylor, Jackie
Daubney, Jennifer
Williams, Jennifer
Cook, Emma
Connery, Ann
Hunter, Deslys

P J F Thackray
A Fraser
R B Taylor
J A Randall
M J Crane
M Richardson
A A Young
M L Press OAM

J P Morschel
B Fraser
R Littlewood
D B Kellett AM
D J Matthews
K Evers
J A Saalfeld
R Armstrong

YOUTH:
Robinson, Anton
Cy, Tesay
Green, Oscar
Green, Thomas
Keleher, Nicholas
Klomp, Freya
Morrisey, Maxine
Richardson, Max
McLachlan, Raphael
McLachlan, Patrick
Bova, Alexandra
Harris, Jack
Harris, Thomas

R McLachlan
C McKay
R Bishop
R Bishop
R McLachlan
R McLachlan
R McLachlan
R I Brooks
C McKay
C McKay
M Richardson
R L Penn
R L Penn

R Cassidy
R McLachlan
C Cahill
C Cahill
N O’Shea
N O’Shea
N O’Shea
R McLachlan
S Hunt
S Hunt
K Evers
R Diacopoulos
R Diacopoulos

The Flag Officers,
Committee and
Members extend their
sympathies to the
families of those recently
deceased Members.
Cox, Adrian Allaster;
Purches, John Alfred;
Crawford, Robin
Anthony;
Ross, Blair Ford;
Alexander, Lester Tyler;
Magraith, Peter Lovell.
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Club Life

Susannah Fullerton
addressed a capacity
crowd on the topic
of Oscar Wilde’s
extraordinary life.

Right: Helen Huggins Memorial Bridge game.
Below right: Members got into the festive
mood at the annual Summer Wine Show.
Page 23 from top:
Summer Wine Show staff
New Zealand Long Lunch
Carol singing at the Christmas Dining-in Night
Bevan Ting’s Tech Talk on podcasts, identity
fraud and Apps.

Helen Huggins Memorial Bridge game
On 29 November 22 teams competed for the
inaugural Helen Huggins Memorial Trophy. Helen,
who passed away in 2018, was a very involved
member of the Bridge Committee for many years,
and we are very pleased to have this trophy
which recognises her contribution to our Club. So
it was a very special and fitting result when the

RSYS Activities 2019
March to May

March

8-10
Tuesday 12
Thursday 14

Farr 40 Australian Championship
Tuesday Twilight final race and Prize Giving
Guest Speaker Dinner, Carabella Room
‘Lying for the Admiralty’
Friday 15
Rooftop Bar, Shell Cove Room
Saturday 16
Mini A Regatta
Wednesday 20 Wine Appreciation & Dinner, CCA/Carabella Room
Friday 21
Rooftop Bar, Shell Cove Room
Sunday 24
Grand Buffet Lunch, Carabella Room
Tuesday 26
Book Club, Carabella Room
Paspaley Cocktail Reception & tour
Wednesday 27 Cruising Division Seminar & Dinner, Carabella/CCA
Friday 29
Etchells End of Season Dinner, Carabella Room
Rooftop Bar, Shell Cove Room
Saturday 30
Mini B Regatta
Intermediates Ball, Carabella Room

April

Wednesday 3
Friday 5

Curry Night, CCA
Rooftop Bar, Shell Cove Room
Friday Twilight – final race
Saturday 6
Mini A Regatta & Summer Series ends
Sunday 7
Long Lunch – ‘California, Carabella Room
Wednesday 10 Cruise Briefing & Welcome Dinner, CCA/Carabella Room
Sunday 14
Grand Buffet Lunch, Carabella Room
Tuesday 16
Opera by the Harbour, Sirius Cove Room
Dinner & Theatre
Wednesday 17 Wine Appreciation & Dinner, CCA/Carabella Room
12-18
Annual Squadron Cruise
19-22
Easter Long Weekend
Tuesday 23
Book Club, Carabella Room
Wednesday 24 Cruising Division Seminar & Dinner, Carabella Room/CCA
Thursday 25
ANZAC Day
Friday 27
Friday Twilight Prize Giving, Carabella Room

May

Friday 3

Annual Squadron Cruise Dinner &
Prize Giving, Carabella Room
Saturday 4
Winter Series starts
Sunday 12
Mother’s Day Buffet Lunch, Carabella Room
Wednesday 15 Wine Appreciation & Dinner, CCA/Carabella Room
Saturday 18
Youth Prize Giving Dinner, Carabella Room
Sunday 19
Grand Buffet Lunch, Carabella Room
Wednesday 22 Cruising Division Seminar & Dinner, Carabella Room/CCA
Tuesday 28
Book Club, Carabella Room
Friday 31
Squadron Annual Prize Giving, Carabella Room

June

Saturday 8
Wednesday 19
Tuesday 25
Wednesday 26

Grand Buffet Dinner, Carabella Room
Wine Appreciation & Dinner, CCA/Carabella Room
Book Club, Carabella Room
Cruising Division Seminar & Dinner, Carabella Room/CCA
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Squadron
Crested Goods

Card Players
Calendar 2019

Item

March

Price

RSYS branded Zhik sailing gear
Mens/Ladies Cotton Polo

$90

Long Sleeve Mens/Ladies Dry Polo

$93.50

Hoodie (Women’s only)

$126.50

Fleece Vest

$180

Mens/Ladies Kiama Jacket

$295

Mens/Ladies Technical Short

$185

Sailing Visor

$26.50

PFD

$147

Sailing Gloves

$17-$80

Z-Cru Jacket

$195

Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday

April

Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday

May

11
14
18
21
25
28

Mixed Bridge – Rubber
Duplicate Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Duplicate
Rubber Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Rubber
Duplicate Bridge

1
4
8
11
15
18
22
25
29

Mixed Bridge – Duplicate
Rubber Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Rubber
Duplicate Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Duplicate
Rubber Bridge
NO BRIDGE – Easter Monday
NO BRIDGE – Anzac Day
Mixed Bridge – Rubber

2
6
9
13
16
20
23
27
30

Rubber Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Duplicate
Duplicate Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Rubber
Rubber Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Duplicate
Duplicate Bridge
Mixed Bridge – Rubber
Teams Bridge

V-Neck Jumper

$135

Submariner Jumper

$176

Rugby Jersey

$88

Baseball Cap

$32

Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday
Monday
Thursday

Wide Brim Hat

$30

Dinner & Duplicate Social Bridge Evenings

Sunglass Strap

$16.50

Striped Belt

$59.00

Cufflinks

$27.50

Club Silk Tie (Members only)

$75.50

Ladies Scarf

$71.50

Squadron History Book Volume 2

$13.50

Notes on Card Dates:
1. First & Third Thursday – Price $35 includes
sandwich luncheon. On the First Thursday in July
2019 a Hot Dish will be served in place of the
sandwich luncheon. Price $45.

Burgees in various sizes

$33-92

The Annual Meeting will be held on 4th July 2019.

Squadron Buttons

$7.20-8.50

2. Second & Fourth Thursdays – Price $35
includes sandwich luncheon.

Other items

Members receive a 10% discount on Zhik gear
Prices include GST

All items are available from the RSYS Retail
Store in the Sailing Office reception area.

Wednesday 13
Wednesday 10
Wednesday 8
Wednesday 12
$65 per person

March
April
May
June

3. Social Mixed Bridge is played on Monday afternoons in the Shell Cove Room. Bookings should be
made by Friday of the preceding week and where
possible in pairs to facilitate play. All welcome. First
& Third Mondays – Price $20 includes supervision.
Second & Fourth Mondays – Price $10.00.
4. Members wishing to make permanent bookings
for 2019 are requested to complete the special form
for this purpose, available from the reception desk.

House
Information

Children: Under the age of 12 years and in the
company of an adult, are expected to dress in
an appropriate manner. Jeans and sneakers are
not permitted.

Children

Careening Cove Anchorage

Breakfast – Monday to Friday 7.30am-10.30am.
Saturday and Sunday 7.30am-11am.
Lunch – Monday to Friday 12pm-2.30pm.
Saturday and Sunday 12pm-3.30pm.
Dinner – Saturday 5pm-9pm.
Cook your own BBQ
Saturday 12pm to 9pm.
Sunday 12pm to 4pm.
Due to the popularity of the facilities, bookings
are recommended and may be made through
Reception on 9955 7171.

The Dining Room

Lunch – Monday to Friday 12pm-2pm.
Dinner – Monday to Friday from 6pm,
seated by 8pm.

Squadron Grand Buffet

The Buffet is held on the 3rd Sunday of each
month for Lunch from 12.30pm and quarterly
on Saturdays for dinner at 6.30pm.

Main Bar Hours

Monday to Friday from 12pm.

Reception Hours

Whilst there is someone attending the telephone
24 hours a day it is important to ensure correct
information is given and received, that Member
inquiries (reservations for restaurants, Bridge,
functions, events or accommodation) are made
during reception hours.
The House Reception is manned Monday
to Friday from 8am to 6pm and on Weekends
from 9am until 4pm.
For urgent business outside of these hours
please ask to speak to the Manager on duty.

Smoking

Members and their guests are advised that
all areas within the Clubhouse are smoke-free
zones. Receptacles for extinguishing cigarette
butts are placed at entrances to the Clubhouse.

Dress Regulations

Careening Cove Anchorage
Smart casual dress is acceptable. Jeans,
sneakers and sailors in sailing gear are welcome.
Neutral Bay Verandah
Ladies: Shirt or blouse, dress, skirt or tailored
pants, shoes.
Gentlemen: Open neck collared shirt, long
trousers, shoes and socks. Although not
necessary, most gentlemen prefer to wear
a jacket.

Children, 12 years and over, in the company
of a Member are permitted in the Clubhouse
between Monday and Friday. Children of all
ages in the company of an adult Member are
welcome during weekends and school holidays.

Guest Sign-In Requirements

Members are reminded that under the Royal
Sydney Yacht Squadron By-Laws the names
and addresses of Members’ guests must be
entered into the Guest Register on arrival.
This is also a requirement of the Registered
Clubs Act which allows for significant penalties
for non-compliance.
It is also a requirement of the Registered Clubs
Act that a guest must remain in the reasonable
company of the Member and not remain on the
Club premises any longer than the Member.

Accommodation

House Rooms
Eight furnished House rooms, some with
breathtaking views of Sydney Harbour. Minutes’
walking distance to Sydney rail and ferries.
Waterfront Apartments
Five fully furnished, serviced apartments with
Harbour frontage, only minutes’ walking distance
to Sydney rail and ferries. Disabled access to the
apartments is not available.
All House rooms and apartments are decorated
with nautical memorabilia and international yacht
club burgees. Members and their guests can
enjoy full use of the Squadron’s services and
facilities.
Deposits:
A non-refundable deposit of $100 (or one
night’s room rate whichever is the lesser) per
room, per stay, is necessary at the time of
booking (this deposit may be transferable to
another date provided written notice is given
14 days in advance and approved by the
Secretary). A full list of rooms and rates is
available from the Members section of the
website www.rsys.com.au.

Mobile Phones

Members please be aware that the use of mobile
phones is prohibited in the Squadron Clubhouse.
This also includes the Careening Cove area,
Terrace and Shellcove Room as well as the
Carabella Room and Bars.
SMS and the use of silent smart phones are
permitted.
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2018 Sydney to Hobart, taken by Kylie Wilson from Mischief showing the fleet seconds after the start.

